
Group work: Advertise an invention 

 

In groups of 3, imagine the voice over of a commercial with a catchy slogan in order to promote an 

invention of your choice. Don’t choose the same invention please, so talk together before choosing.  

You must record yourselves and send me your MP3 along with the script before November 17th.   

Your work will be marked. Pronunciation, tone of voice, grammatical accuracy and use of relevant 

vocabulary are paramount for this task. I want to hear everyone in the group at one point.  

Send it to: michele.penelon@laposte.net OR through the ENT.  

Don’t forget to write your names in the title of your MP3!  

For pronunciation, go to: https://www.naturalreaders.com/online/ Enter your text and listen to the 

reader of your choice (or several readers). This way, you can practise your pronunciation and get it 

right.  

 

Here is an example of a voice over for eLEGS : 

What if paralysis became a thing of the past? What if science allowed us to give movement back? Our 

new bionic suit, eLEGS, has been developed by the greatest engineers in America, and is now ready to 

be tested on patients. Our exoskeleton is a groundbreaking discovery which will allow people 

suffering from paralysis or muscular diseases to walk again and regain some level of independence. 

With eLEGS, our patients might have the possibility to envision a brand new life. Because walking is 

the first step towards independence and self-esteem.  

Support our foundation. Join us. Take a step into the future! 

 

Examples of inventions: 

 The bionic eye 

 RFID Chips 

 Brain-computer Interfaces 

 Designer Babies 

 A high tech pill to end injections 

 the artificial nose 

 language-translation earbud 

 duoskin tatoo 

 upgrading your memory with implanted chip 

 exo glove  

 Iron man suit 

Etc. 
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